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health conditions or symptoms associated with them. Every possible effort has been made in 

preparing and researching this material. We make no warranties with respect to the accuracy, 

applicability of its contents or any omissions. 
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Introduction 

Weight loss is something everybody has thought about at least once in his or her life, most a lot 

more. Even if you are not overweight, people tend to think they can always look more lean and 

thus more beautiful or attractive. 

But, how much is the desire to be attractive really important for staying lean? Is it a reliable 

source of motivation or just a stepping stone towards a greater goal?  

Let us look at some of the common motivations people tend to hold on to when they want to 

lose weight and the reasons they often fail. 
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The Correct Weight 

Through history, human beings drastically changed their view of the correct weight and which 

weight makes one attractive. 

If you remember some of the classic paintings of naked women from the renaissance period, 

they were curvy and a bit over weight, something that was considered beautiful in those days. 

They were adored, desired, and courted all the time, probably more often than most beautiful 

women today.   

That was in the middle ages, from 1300 to 1700, and as centuries passed, we changed our view 

of the human body and also changed our aesthetic preferences. Although there are some people 

who still today claim they prefer curvy 

members of the opposite sex, the standards 

for beauty are changed from curvy to lean, 

chiseled, and even skinny.  

But, let us take a look at Japan for a second. 

You are all probably acquainted with Sumo 

wrestling and the weight categories there. A 

heavy weight sumo wrestler must weight 

over 115 kg (254lb), and yet they are adored 

and treated like royalty in Japan. Most 

Japanese women consider themselves extremely lucky if they have a chance to meet a Sumo 

wrestler. 

However, most of western society consider thin to be the beauty standard, for women at least, 

and thin to chiseled-muscular build for men. Yet, most of western society is built on absolutely 

the wrong eating habits and an over abundance of manufactured and processed foods, 

especially unhealthy carbs that do not support these standards at all. Super size has become the 
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buzzword at drive-thrus, candy, chips, and factory made cakes and snacks line the market 

shelves.  

According To The Centers For Disease Control, each year almost 900,000 Americans die 

prematurely from four leading causes of death, 40% of which are preventable because they care 

caused by lifestyle diseases - a disease associated with how a people live, which is mainly about 

exercise habits and diet. 

According to the World Health Organization, by the year 2020, lifestyle related diseases will 

account for 3/4 of all deaths around the world.  

So, while in the Western world we consider thin to be beautiful and sexually attractive, 2/3 of US 

adults are obese or overweight. From this we can surmise that looking good cannot be the sole 

motivation for losing weight, because it is not related.  

A person may feel better, be more joyful, have a more positive effect on others and thus be 

more attractive, but the real goal one should have when losing weight should point towards 

oneself, and not outward.  

Lifestyle habits and mindset have and always will be the keys that unlock the road to attaining 

and maintaining a healthy weight.  
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Do It For Your Self 

If you are overweight, you must realize the full effect it has on your life. Most people struggling 

with this problem think that being overweight makes it harder for them to get a date or to be 

liked by the people. They think a heart attack is the worst thing that can happen to them. But, 

the truth is actually much worse than that. 

People who are overweight have their entire mindset defined by their problem. Their whole 

lifestyle revolves around it, and they are, for the lack of a better word, slaves to their own 

weight. 

Let’s observe a day in a life of a hypothetical overweight person, who is a female in her 30s, who 

is about 60 pounds overweight.  

So, her belly must be a few centimeters bigger than it should be, resulting in her spine being over 

burdened. Her posture is sure to fail, and hers body leans forward as she starts to hunch all the 

time. With back pain, she is feeling the lack of strength and will to be active. She needs to rest 

more, and often exercise is difficult and exhausting, actually any activity, which demands some 

strain is approached with reluctance.  

But, what about her appetite? Despite not being active, she still needs to eat. She needs a 

certain amount of calories for the body to have energy to function, and fat cells also demand 

nutrition and oxygen, the same as any other cell in the human body. 

Presumably, this person eats more calories than she burns each day, and if her diet is filled with 

an overabundance of unhealthy fats, it hardens in the heart vessels making it harder for the 

heart to expand and contract, leaving the heart vulnerable to disease and heart attack.  

As heart arteries harden, there is a lack of oxygen flow throughout the body, and with oxygen 

deficiency, everything in our bodies works slower, including the brain. The women in question is 

then always tired, and feeling exhausted even upon waking in the morning. The physical burden 
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of the extra weight along with the psychological ramifications has consequences for her psychic 

and physical health, until signs of some serious illness start to show, and so on. 

Contrary to popular belief, being overweight is not solely a physical condition; it is borne mostly 

of mindset, especially how one views food and its role in their lives along with lifestyle habits and 

choices.  

This means that in order to lose weight, keep it off for good and get healthy, one must consider 

their mindset along with their behavior.  
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It’s All About The Mindset And The Lifestyle 

An overweight person must first break through his own mental and physical blockades, by taking 

baby steps naturally. You can see now how wanting to get lean to become more attractive 

doesn’t help at this stage? 

This problem requires a much higher and stronger motivation, like wanting to save one’s own 

life, feel better, and have a normal life. 

You must want to help yourself in becoming a 

fully functional, normal person, with the desire 

to learn and live, with curiosity to explore and 

meet, and the energy to do it. You must first 

have the will to do this for yourself. 

What is your mindset towards food? Do you 

live to eat or do you eat to live? Do you use 

food as a crutch for emotional upheaval or to 

deal with stress? 

Baby Steps 

You should view your dietary plan as an avalanche, and every avalanche begins with a single 

stone or snowflake. As always, the best spark, the best trigger for everything is your mind.  

You must again think about what is your actual goal. Losing weight, or losing weight 

permanently? 

Most people just want to lose weight the fastest way possible, accepting any extreme measures 

and telling themselves, “I’ll think about the consequences later, when I’m lean.”  
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Extreme weight loss measures can have serious effects on an already tortured overweight 

human body. 

It is important to note that you must put time and effort in to it, and to pick a lifestyle regimen 

that you could follow for long periods of time, and for the rest of your life. You do not have to 

commit to something suddenly, but you should keep this in mind when you are choosing. Always 

choose a method that best suites you and your needs, and has your wellbeing as a priority. 
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The Trial And The Reward 

When you decide to lose weight, you shouldn’t pretend you have suddenly become a different 

person, hating and being ashamed of your old self. Accept your mistakes and your flaws, and 

learn from them.  

This in practice means many things. For instance, you shouldn’t renounce your favorite dish just 

because you want to lose weight, just consume less of it, which is the basis of the concept of 

moderation, which is key in sustained long-term weight management.  

Start with setting checkpoints and rewards. 

Checkpoints 

You can set up something like this: if you go 6 days without interrupting your new dietary plan 

and doing everything perfect, on the 7th day you will treat yourself to your favorite dish, even if 

its junk food.  

At first, you can eat as much as you like, later you will reduce this amount and maybe even do it 

every other 7th day. Depending on your dietary plan, you can always sneak in ‘cheat days’, just to 

treat yourself for your effort, and not to forget who you are. 

This will naturally diminish as you progress with your diet, because you will get used to the new 

regimen and feel less and less need to revert to your old favorites, but it is okay if you treat 

yourself from time to time. 

Learn To Really Enjoy Food 

An average overweight person will always tell you that the reason they have that problem is 

because they love the food too much. Although there is some truth in this, this is a wrong 

presumption. 
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An average overweight person delays a meal, with the hopes of losing some weight, or punishing 

him or herself for previously overeating. They do this until the point they feel uncontrollable 

hunger. Again, remember that every cell in the body is hungry, even the fat cells, so they are 

hungry for more than they actually need.  

After they give in to the cravings, they already feel slight guilt, but have no choice but to 

continue. After the meal passes, and they stuff their faces with all sorts of food, the guilt turns 

into rage and self-pity. The meal is over after they overeat and they hate themselves.  

And the joy of eating food was never there… 

People with these issues must realize that they are actually not enjoying food. They are, for the 

lack of a better word, abusing it. 

They need to change their approach completely, and view the eating ritual as something, which 

needs to be earned, cultivated, as something sacred even. 

Every meal must have its stages: 

 The choosing and procuring the food 

 Preparing it 

 Consuming slowly and with enjoyment 

Each of these tree stages is to be enjoyed and yes, you are advised to prepare your own meals.  

One of the main keys to losing weight and being fit and healthy is food, so you are definitely 

going to thrive if you master the skill of cooking for yourself. You do not have to become a 

master chef, but a little bit of skill here and there is beneficial. 
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The Workout Routine 

So far, we’ve only talked about your goals and dietary changes. However, there are quite a few 

mistakes people make in terms of exercise.   

First of all, weighted with their feeling of guilt and the initial resolve to change their lives, people 

jump right into very intense training sessions, often from the desire to punish themselves, but 

also to try and accomplish something overnight.  

Besides the obvious fact that this cannot be done, the 

dangerous implications are immense. The risk of injury 

is quite high, and the chance of instant results is zero 

and especially if injure yourself.   

Not to mention, your new training program will also 

demand nutrition and calories, so by doing these 

uncontrolled intense workouts, you will only starve 

yourself more. Quite often, people who do this end up eating even more and get even bigger.  

What you need to do is to carefully balance your diet with your workout plan, and to tailor it fit 

to your capabilities. If you are just beginning, ask for help. It is worth investing in personal 

trainers or doing your research on the web, because you are also looking to gain some new 

habits you can follow for long periods of time, possibly decades.  
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Permanency 

The key word in weight loss success is permanency, so you must start to think of it that way. 

Diets are temporary, and eventually “end,” this mindset will never yield permanent results. 

If you want to lose weight permanently, you must permanently begin behaving and living in such 

a way that it produces a lean and healthy body. No other way around it. Our bodies are just like 

that, with some exceptions of course.  

Diets are not permanent weight loss plans, they are temporary changes to diet that yield just 

that, temporary results. Dieting does not work, this has been proven time and again and 

supported by experts who agree.  

Yo-yo dieting is a widespread phenomenon that only propagates weight gain, as people tend to 

gain back more after each diet they try than they lost to begin with.  

The only real way to lose weight for good is through a different mindset towards food, exercise, 

and making profound lifestyle changes that yield long-term results.  

For example, choosing half an apple for dessert, instead of a big slice of cake is a new healthy 

habit that replaces an old unhealthy one, and once it is solidified, is an action that promotes and 

supports permanent weight loss.  

Giving up soda and choosing healthier drinks, like water and unsweetened tea is another such 

lifestyle habit change that can support permanent weight loss. 

Portion control and learning to be satisfied with less food is another example of a permanent 

weight loss supporting habit change.  
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What To Do With Your New Energy And Abilities 

The really juicy part of losing weight is the initial energy surge everybody feels once they reach a 

certain point in weight loss. The feeling is intoxicating and thus dangerous. You feel like you are 

born again, able to do anything, go anywhere. It is incredibly powerful. 

But, most people fall into that first trap. The feeling lifts them up so much that they stop their 

dietary plans and think, ‘I am done!’ They do not consider the rest of their lives, or how things 

can quickly go bad. 

And what’s worse, they may not even gain weight 

for some time after they revert to their old lifestyle 

of overeating and making bad choices. This only 

strengthens their newfound belief of being 

impenetrable. However, this is only temporary, as 

sooner or later the weight lost returns, because of 

returning to old habits.   

The key is to never consider the work finished. The whole point is to view this now new shape 

you’re in as just another checkpoint.  

Weight loss is a continuous process, in which you adopt new habits you maintain for the rest of 

your life, and rarely stray from them.  

Those habits are then by definition not supposed to be anything excessive and extreme, but 

balanced and well chosen. Call it maintenance for life, but don’t ever think that you can return to 

old habits, as you will just throw yourself back into the cycle of weight loss, weight gain, and back 

to start.  

Thus, the role of mindset is of crucial importance in lasting weight loss, as it is in anything else. 

As we’ve determined by now, you need to know what you want, what you can do, what is good 

for you, and how to make it all happen.  
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Patience and discipline is something you need to practice, not just for reaching this goal, but also 

for life in general. 

After some time spent practicing your new habits, you are surely going to discover new and 

perhaps better ways of reaching your goal, and that is staying fit, lean, and healthy for the rest of 

your life.  

 

 

 


